
 

 

Category: Low Budget Campaign 

Company: Cowshed and National Trust Wales 

Entry title: Save The Herd 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 
Cowshed is the retained PR agency for National Trust (NT) in Wales. Creating campaigns 
and ad hoc media moments, we encourage visits to special places in Wales and 
communicate the charity’s conservation message. 
 
The brief: Create a campaign to raise awareness about the story of the White Park Cattle at 
Dinefwr to help fundraise for a new bull to preserve the blood line of the rare at the National 
Nature Reserve, historic house and 18th-century landscape park in Carmarthenshire. NT 
Wales was attempting to raise up to £36,000 to increase the herd from thirteen to over thirty-
strong. 
 
Audience: Independent adults, ‘curious minds’; individuals, or couples, over 45 years old 
looking for days out. Secondary audience: families for half-term. 
 
Focusing on the purchase of the bull, we agreed the following SMART objectives: 
Outputs 

 7 pieces of broadcast coverage including one UK wide channel 

 17 pieces of print and online coverage 

 20,000 social reach 
Out-takes 

 3,000 positive social engagements 
Outcomes 

 Increase visitors to Dinefwr by 10% 

 To kick start the fundraising campaign and raise enough to purchase a bull for 
£10,000 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
 Used NT’s membership and customer insights to identify key drivers for visits: our 

audience enjoy history and discovering new things. 

 Met with Dinefwr’s full team, from herdsmen to visitor experience managers, to 
gather information. Discovered the current herdsman was retiring and training up a 
replacement to take over, used this to strengthen the conservation story. 

 Identified fun traits about individual cattle to humanise the herd 

 Used facts from the White Park Cattle Association to inform content 

 Secured endorsement from Rare Breeds Survival Trust 

 Developed a specific media list of national, regional and online journalists to match 
visitor profile and farming press 



 Engaged with two local schools to attract the family audience 

 Created media briefings and key messages for spokespeople 
 
The initial brief was for one particular media moment in October, but insight from the media 
showed us that interest was high so we developed the campaign to span eight-months to 
work in funding and introducing a bull to the herd. 
 
Save the Herd would communicate the urgency for the breed and highlight the role NT 
Wales plays in protecting nature, only made possible by public support. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 
Our fully integrated media and social strategy was planned in three stages: 

1. Cows seek new bull - raise awareness through media relations, create a social buzz 
by highlighting risk of extinction and selling as a matchmaking story to drive visits and 
donations 

2. Keeping the love alive – maintaining momentum through long-lead media relations, 
ongoing social and on-site fundraising activity 

3. Let the cow see the bull – media relations and social around the introduction of the 
bull 

 
Media hook 
Launched a fundraising campaign to secure the future of the breed, where breeding females 
are now rarer than Giant Panda. 
Created an additional layer through demonstrating the investment National Trust makes in 
future proofing traditional skills through training the next generation of herdsmen. 
 
Stage one: 
Photography – set-up photography of the herd and the herdsmen in advance to issue to 
online and print media. 
 
Call to action – set up Text to DONATE number for people to send COW to 70123 to donate 
£3. 
 
Media moment – invited media to the on-site campaign launch. Filming opportunities 
included the herd, existing bull, interviews with herdsmen and visiting schoolchildren. 
 
Long lead media relations – contacted Countryfile, presenter Adam Henson previously 
filmed at Dinefwr and keeps a herd of White Park Cattle, to invite them to film a special 
feature. 
 
Online – created a Save the Herd page on the NT website. Prepared schedule of social 
posts including: 

 Dating profiles for six female cattle, detailing their characteristics and what they are 
looking for in a bull 

 Factual descriptions of the perfect bull to engage with farming organisations including 
NFU 

 
Stage 2 
Countryfile – In January, Adam Henson filmed Dinefwr’s White Park Cattle herd for a Winter 
Special. A mid-point in the campaign, the programme was the perfect platform for our 
‘curious minds’ audience (average of eight million viewers). 
 
Royal visit - In February, HRH Prince Charles visited Dinefwr and donated to the cause. 



His visit caused a flurry of donations taking us over the halfway mark, enough to pay for the 
bull. 
 
Stage 3 
Bull found – After a long search, a perfect bull was found called Quattro. 
 
Social media - To tease the arrival of Quattro, we re-shared the dating profiles and created a 
profile for the new bull. 
 
Media moment – invited media to attend Quattro’s introduction to the herd on site, 
positioning him as having the herds future resting on his horns! Provided the herdsman to 
explain why Quattro is the perfect bull. Lined up visitors to watch and take part in vox pops. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
Research and planning - July 
Creation of social assets, web pages, photography – August 
Launch of campaign and media relations – September 2016 
Maintaining momentum – October – March 2016 
Preparation for stage 3 – April 2016 
Stage 3 delivery – May 2017. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Outputs 

 40.3 Million OTS 

 20 pieces of broadcast coverage including Radio 4 and BBC1 Countryfile (+186% on 
KPI) 

 29 pieces of print and online coverage including The i, Farmers Weekly and Country 
Life (+70% on KPI) 

 66.2k reach on social (+231% on KPI) 
 
Out-takes 

 9,475 positive engagements on social including support from ITV Wales, Farming UK 
and video content from BBC Wales (+215.8% on KPI) 

 
Outcomes 

 Increased visitors to Dinefwr by 29.9% the week following the campaign launch 

 Raised almost £18,000, 80% over our target meaning NT could purchase Quattro 
and five new heifers 

 
This story is one of lasting legacy that has captured the hearts of the media. With interest on 
revisiting the herd again from BBC Radio 4’s Farming Today and ITV Wales, our Save the 
Herd campaign is, and will continue to be, a triumph for National Trust Wales. With a name 
like Cowshed we’re thrilled to have played a part in saving this rare breed. 
 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
Breakdown of costs 
Photography: £360 
Social assets: £420 
School transport: £55 
Consultancy time: £6,400 



Total: £7,235 


